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Too hot to handle... Tabitha Allen grew up in the thick of Chaos - the Chaos Motorcycle Club, that is.
Her father is Chaos' leader, and the club has always had her back. But one rider was different from
the start. When Tabby was running wild, Shy Cage was there. When tragedy tore her life apart, he
helped her piece it back together. And now, Tabby's thinking about much more than friendship....
Tabby is everything Shy's ever wanted, but everything he thinks he can't have. She's beautiful,
smart, and as his friend's daughter, untouchable. Shy never expected more than friendship, so
when Tabby indicates she wants more - much more - he feels like the luckiest man alive. But even
lucky men can crash and burn....
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I gave this 3 stars out of a sense of loyalty, but really, this is getting ridiculous. KA has held reigning
title as absolute FAVE author, for quite sometime. But with her last 3 releases, I'm starting to forget
why. Truthfully if I had started reading her at Creed, Raid or OTW..I wouldn't have bothered to read
anything else.Where's the struggle? Where's the gut wrenching emotional trauma? Where's the
fierce (sometimes gruesome)action sequences?AND WHEN THE HECK DID KA START WRITING
CHICK LITE!!!???She used to create these scenarios, and character development, and deeply
painful moments of vulnerability. Her books used to be about something other than a never ending
stream of the same sex scenes that we've already read in every other book.SPOILERS>>>By my
count there were several different places where an actual plot point could have happened:*Shy's

Parents (really...just wasn't worth some more pages?), his brother is in the military (like that's not
scary),and I'm sorry but I think both Rosalie and the fiance situations could have certainly carried
more script and garnered an emotional reaction if some development had gone into it, if she had
bothered to allow Tabby some insecurity. Motorcycle Man, same general situation with another
woman comes into play, and we get to see how that plays out in Tyra's head, the kind of insecurity
and hurt it causes her and we get to watch Tack help her deal. And she just glosses the whole thing
over. And why in God's name is Shy not a wreck? Why can't we see him struggle to try and pull his
hot-messedness together?Her last 3 books content have all been cut in half, I'm really starting to
wonder if (gasp and shudder) she isn't just tossing these to the publisher to get a check. I know, I
know...

The first thing I did after I finished reading Motorcycle Man was look up if Tabby, Tack's daughter,
had her own book. I was super excited to find out that in fact she did have a book!! In the last
chapter of Motorcycle Man we find out that Tabby had a crush on Shy, the playboy-recruit who is
anything but Shy.I really liked Tabby from Motorcycle Man, she was raised by a badass and thus
has a badass attitude. She never really cared for her mother and hasn't had anyone in her life,
besides Tyra, who she adores. When Shy gives her a wake up call, she is beyond disappointed with
him because her image of him is tainted. She is really a strong woman and everything that she goes
through is harsh and unimaginable, and just makes her stronger. She's only 23ish and her life is
more complicated than most people. She is a very introverted person when in comes with dealing
with problems and that sometimes frustrated me. Nevertheless, the Chaos princess did not
disappoint. She got her man at the end.Shy is a very unique name. I can't imagine calling my man
Shy, nevertheless, don't let the name fool you. Shy, as previously mentioned, is anything but Shy
and his personality is something that I loved about him. He was a passionate man, understanding,
loving man, everything Tabby needed in a man. Shy is Chaos and the brotherhood he has with
Chaos is something he deeply cherish. However, he is willing to give up everything for the woman
he loves and that says a lot about the type of person he is. He had a shitty upbringing but that
doesn't reflect anything on him. He is bitter, but everyone would be bitter if they were in his situation.
I feel like every Kristen Ashley male character has very, extremely, similar characteristics.
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